SECHRIST CLOUD SYSTEM
HYPERBARIC INFORMATION TRACKING

All the key and important information about your Sechrist Monoplace Hyperbaric System always at your fingertips, available online, 24/7.
The Sechrist Cloud System is designed to provide your team with more time for patient care and less time managing paper.

DATA INPUT

Chamber specific data is always available at any time and is securely located in the Sechrist Cloud.

INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE

Updated information about hyperbarics, staff training records and most recent Sechrist documents.

CONNECTION

Easily connect with any Sechrist Hyperbaric Technician or our Corporate Office.

BECAUSE YOU DESERVE THE BEST

Sechrist believes that coming up with solutions to make the workload for clinicians and technicians easier is important so that more time can be spent caring for your patients. The Hyperbaric Information Tracking System puts all key chamber information in one easy to access location eliminating the need for binders and paper. The HIT Sechrist Cloud System also provides important information to prepare for key industry audits, access to Sechrist University and chamber specific ASME/PVHO data records. Because what you do matters, we will be your partners in healing!
WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH OUR CLOUD SYSTEM?

**COMPLETE CHECKLISTS ONLINE**

Daily, Weekly and Semi-Annual Checklists and Daily Cycle activities can be completed online and are all available for download when needed.

**ALL SERVICE AND TRAINING RECORDS**

Every Sechrist Service Report is accessible from Installation through the most recent Sechrist Service training.

**KEY UPCOMING SERVICE DATES**

All upcoming key service dates are easily viewed and are updated seamlessly. Easy Click to Schedule Annual Preventative Maintenance.

**ALERT NOTIFICATIONS**

Alert Notifications and emails will be available when any new or pertinent information is available:
- Updated Chamber User Manual
- New posts to Knowledge Base
- Annual Service, Chamber Tune-Up or PVHO
- Inspection due in 90 days

**ASME/PVHO RECORDS**

Chamber ASME/PVHO documentation is available online to ensure safe keeping for use in key industry audits.
Sechrist is a team of dedicated professionals whose purpose is to identify, develop and sustain a worldwide competitive offering of high-quality technological solutions to the healthcare community.